
Viability statement
The Directors have reviewed the long-term prospects of the group in 
order to assess its viability. This review considered the activities and 
principal risks of the group, together with factors likely to affect the 
group’s future performance, financial position, cash flows, liquidity 
position and borrowing facilities, as described in this Annual Report.

Assessment
In order to report on the long-term viability of the group, the Directors 
reviewed the overall funding capacity and headroom available to 
withstand severe and plausible downside events, and carried out a 
robust assessment of the relevant principal risks facing the group, 
including those that would threaten its business model, future 
performance, solvency, or liquidity. This assessment also included the 
review and understanding of mitigating factors for each principal risk. 
The risks and mitigating factors are summarised in this Annual Report.

The viability assessment has three parts
First, the Directors considered the period over which they have a 
reasonable expectation that the group will continue to operate and 
meet its liabilities. A three-year period is considered appropriate for this 
viability assessment as this period is covered by the group’s strategic 
plan and carries a high level of confidence in assessing viability.

Second, they considered the potential impact of severe but plausible 
scenarios over this period, each of which contain a combination of 
principal risks. None of the scenarios individually or in aggregate 
would cause Diageo to cease to be viable. A summary of the severe 
and plausible risks modelled, and the level of severity reviewed is 
included below.

Thirdly, they considered the group’s sources of liquidity to fund both the 
strategic plan and the impact of the severe scenarios over this period. 
Diageo has continuous access to the debt capital markets and 
committed facilities over the viability period, including the ability to 
refinance any maturing debt, or meet new funding requirements at 
commercially acceptable terms. The group’s liquidity is supported by a 
healthy balance of short-term and long-term debt programmes and 
£2.7 billion of committed credit facilities, if required. The group also has 
flexibility in reducing discretionary spending, including acquisitions and 
capital expenditure, as well as temporarily suspending/reducing its 
return of capital to shareholders (dividends or share buybacks).

 

Risk scenarios modelled Description and  severity Principal risks

Global economic 
downturn

Prolonged global stagflation compounded by heightened geopolitical tensions and sharp economic challenges, 
including large interest rate hikes, sustained foreign exchange volatility and instability in the financial markets. This 
results in lost sales, through reduced consumer confidence, greater volatility amongst our customers and suppliers, and 
heightened price sensitivity. Cost-of-living increases lead to rising industrial unrest at supply sites and increases in 
interest rates result in financial institution and/or credit market-related failures. 
Sales: Reduction in volumes across the three-year period, and consumer downtrading, with reduced price increases.

Geopolitical volatility 
and business 
disruption
Supply chain 
disruption
International direct 
tax

Increased geo-
political tensions

Increased geopolitical tensions result in a spike in cyber attacks, impacting supply operations across multiple Diageo 
sites and resulting in production downtime. Heightened tensions also result in disruptions to Diageo's route to market 
and adversely impact on consumer demand for and/or availability of Diageo products, negatively affecting sales.
Sales: Lost sales from adverse impact on consumer demand/availability, production downtime and route to market 
disruption.

Cyber and IT 
resilience 
Geopolitical volatility 
and business 
disruption 
Consumer demand 
disruption

Consumer choice 
changes and 
regulatory impact

Consumer preferences move away from alcohol consumption driven by changing lifestyle priorities and social habits. 
Consumer demand becomes more fragmented as consumers make product choices reflecting their personal socio-
political values, and as a result of a perceived misalignment with Diageo or its products, consumers do not purchase 
our products, thereby negatively impacting our sales and profitability. In parallel, large public debt levels and/or 
increased anti-alcohol pressure lead governments in major markets to impose significant excise increases, restrictive 
trade measures or other excessive regulatory measures.  
Sales: Loss of sales to the non and low-alcohol segment, and reduced sales growth due to the fragmentation of 
consumer demand. 

Regulation, trade 
barriers and indirect 
tax
Consumer demand 
disruption

Climate change and 
natural hazard

Increasing global temperatures impact our ability to make products due to constrained water supply, leading to a 
rotational short-term shutdown occurring across some of our water-stressed sites. Climate change drives increasing 
costs of raw materials, while the acceleration of taxation against carbon use increases our operational costs. Extreme 
weather events occur more frequently, impacting our supply facilities, causing production outages. The assumptions 
associated with this scenario are based upon our TCFD scenario modelling, and applied to a three-year period.
Sales: Loss of sales due to operational outages as a result of disruption to production at water-stressed sites, and the 
impact of extreme weather events.

Climate change and 
sustainability
Supply chain 
disruption
Geopolitical volatility 
and business 
disruption 

Combined scenarios The highly unlikely event of the combination of all of the above scenarios occurring at the same time. 

Management has prepared cash flow forecasts which have also been 
sensitised to reflect severe but plausible downside scenarios, taking into 
consideration the group's principal risks. In the base case scenario, 
management has included assumptions for mid-single digit net sales 
growth, operating margin improvement and global TBA market share 
growth. Even under the severe downside scenarios, the group’s cash 
position is still expected to remain strong. Mitigating actions, should 
they be required, are all within management’s control and could 
include reductions in discretionary spending, such as acquisitions and 
capital expenditure, as well as a temporary suspension of the share 

buyback programme and dividend payments in the next 12 months, or 
drawdowns on committed facilities. Having considered the outcome of 
these assessments, the Directors are comfortable that the company is a 
going concern for at least 12 months from the date of signing the 
group's consolidated financial statements.

Conclusion
On the basis described above, the Directors have a reasonable 
expectation that the group will be able to continue in operation and 
meet its liabilities as they fall due over the three-year period of their 
assessment.
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Our ESG reporting approach
Reporting transparently on the ESG issues that affect our business, and that our business creates, plays a vital role in delivering our strategy. It helps 
us to manage ESG risks, take opportunities and promote sustainable development everywhere we live, work, source and sell.

Our ESG reporting suite aims to provide comprehensive and comparable disclosures for a broad range of stakeholders. As well as publishing our 
integrated Annual Report and ESG Reporting Index each year, we also submit non-financial information to benchmarking and index organisations, 
including those listed on the Awards and ranking page of our website. 

The non-financial reporting space is evolving quickly. We are committed to continually evaluating and improving our approach and to actively 
tracking emerging ESG regulation, frameworks and good practice.

How we report to our stakeholders – our reporting suite

Annual Report Where we present our 
most material disclosures and describe how 
our strategy delivers value for our business 
and other stakeholders. The performance of 
non-financial KPIs are integrated into the 
relevant focus area sections. The document 
also includes detailed non-financial 
reporting boundaries and methodologies.

Diageo.com Where, through the ‘Society 
2030: Spirit of Progress‘ section, we give 
more details of our approach and 
performance, with examples of our strategy 
in action. 

ESG Reporting Index Where we give 
additional disclosures in line with the GRI 
Standards and the UNGC advanced reporting 
criteria index, plus our response to the 
Sustainability Accounting Standards Board 
(SASB). This document also includes detailed 
non-financial reporting boundaries and 
methodologies.

Who are our stakeholders? Everyone who is affected by our business, and everyone who affects it, is a stakeholder. A detailed description of our 
stakeholder engagement process is on pages 110-113 of this Annual Report.

Non-financial and sustainability information statement
Focus area Relevant policies and standards Read more in this report Page
Description of Diageo’s business model • Business model 24-25
Society 2030: Spirit of Progress' • 'Society 2030: Spirit of Progress' 57
Promote positive drinking • Global Marketing and Digital Marketing Policy(1)

• Global Employee Alcohol Policy(1)

• Position papers(1)

• Promote positive drinking including 
performance of the relating metrics

58-60

32-35
Champion inclusion and diversity
Our people and culture

• Code of Business Conduct(1)
• Great Britain and Scotland Gender Pay Gap Report 

2022
• Republic of Ireland Gender Pay Gap Report 2022
• Global Human Rights Policy(1)

• Champion inclusion and diversity including 
performance of the relating metrics

• Our people and culture

67-70

63-64

Pioneer grain-to-glass sustainability • Global Environment Policy(1)

• Sustainable Agriculture Guidelines(1)

• Sustainable Packaging Commitments(1)

• Partnering with Suppliers Standard(1)

• Deforestation Guidelines

• Pioneer grain-to-glass sustainability including 
managing climate risks and opportunities 
and performance of the related metrics

• Our principal risks and risk management

71-87

88-93

Task Force on Climate-related Financial 
Disclosures

• Pioneer grain-to-glass sustainability including 
managing climate risks and opportunities 
and performance of the related metrics

• Our principal risks and risk management

71-87

88-93

Human rights • Global Human Rights Policy(1)

• Modern Slavery Statement(2)

• Global Brand Promoter Standard(1)

• Doing business the right way
• Our principal risks and risk management

61-62
88-93

Health and safety • Global Health, Safety and Wellbeing Policy(1) • Health and Safety 65-66
Anti-bribery and corruption • Code of Business Conduct(1) • Doing business the right way

• Our principal risks and risk management
61-62
88-93

(1) https://www.diageo.com/en/our-business/corporate-governance/code-of-business-conduct/policies-and-standards
(2) https://www.diageo.com/en/esg/doing-business-the-right-way-from-grain-to-glass/modern-slavery-statement

This Strategic Report, which has been approved by a duly appointed and authorised committee of the Board of Directors, was signed on its behalf 
by Tom Shropshire, the Company Secretary, on 31 July 2023. 
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